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The fact that all the historians present at the confer-
ence did have a watch was not the only strange thing 
that impressed itself on me in Avaldsnes. At the risk 
of over-egging the pudding, I think it would be fair to 
say that the archaeologists and historians viewed one 
another as being altogether just a little bit strange.1 
And that set me to thinking about what prerequisites 
would have to be fulfilled in order dispel this sense 
of strangeness and allow interdisciplinary work 
between archaeologists and historians to flourish.2 
Clearly, each of us, at the least, needs to understand 
the point of view and the approach of the other’s field.3 
Equally clearly, this was not the case in Avaldsnes nor 
indeed in any interdisciplinary conference I have ever 
attended. And the reason for that is that quite gener-
ally separate disciplines simply do not mesh with one 
another automatically or effortlessly, and no amount 

of exhortation (or New Year’s resolutions) to coop-
erate with one another will alter that. An exchange 
of ideas between scholars from different fields, not 
to mention fruitful cooperation between academic 
disciplines, will only succeed if we acknowledge and 
explore the dissonances and frictions which arise 
when they are brought into contact with one another. 
As a preliminary contribution to such a wide-ranging 
discussion, I would like to spotlight five areas in which 
historians’ and archaeologists’ gears fail to mesh.

Knowledge mismatch 
Each field employs its own technical vocabulary, 
which utterly mystifies the practitioners of the other. 
To take but one example: at the Avaldsnes conference, 
the historians were at a loss as to what archaeological 
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terms like ‘tephra’ or ‘t-value’ might mean, and the 
archaeologists were equally bamboozled by histori-
cal terms like ‘the putting-out system’, so that much 
explaining was needed. I hasten to add that I do not 
intend to impute that a coven of jargonauts deliber-
ately employed obscure insiders’ terminology with 
malicious intent. Rather, this is just one instance of 
a pervasive problem one commonly runs into when 
speaking with those outside one’s own field, be 
they students or laymen, one which I have termed 
Expertenblindheit in German. Experts in a field are 
simply blind to others’ blind spots and – in all inno-
cence – cannot imagine that there is anyone in the 
audience, or indeed anywhere in the world who does 
not understand this or that technical term. Now, of 
course, this mismatch is easy to avoid, simply by hav-
ing the papers vetted in advance and obscure terms 
red-flagged, so that they can be defined for those in 
the dark. 

Time-frame mismatch  
Archaeologists are perfectly happy with broad time 
frames. While ‘Between 1400 and 1700’ is exact 
enough for them,4 it drives historians to drink. They 
want to know the precise year, better the month, 
best of all the day something happened. Indeed, they 
spend what must seem to archaeologists to be an 
inordinate amount of time arguing back and forth 
about the precise date of an event or a document, 
in the end generally arriving at a consensus on the 
balance of the evidence. Needless to say, archaeologi-
cal finds do not lend themselves as a rule to this sort 
of precise dating. Indeed, the archaeologists would 
add5 that they have made an asset out of a seeming 
liability, since their broad time scale enables them 
to capture important long-wave phenomena which 
remain invisible to historians.6 Now, I do not think 
that there is a solution to this mismatch, since it is 
rooted in the sort of evidence each field feels called 
upon to analyse in the first instance – I will return to 
this point below – but it is important for each side to 
realise why the time-frame preferred by the other side 
is appropriate for that field.

Information resolution mismatch
While archaeologists are perfectly happy with state-
ments like ‘in the written sources thus-and-such is 
recorded’, historians want to know (1) Which source 
in particular? (2) What is the exact wording of the 

source in the original language? (3) Can we convince 
ourselves beyond a reasonable doubt that the passage 
in question will bear the interpretation given to it and 
that other possible interpretations can be ruled out 
of court? The reason archaeologists are content with 
fuzzy statements about written sources is, of course, 
that they merely provide a general background to the 
finds, which are what archaeologists really want to talk 
about and, in any event, it would be difficult, indeed 
usually impossible, to link up archaeological finds and 
written sources in a manner which would satisfy histo-
rians’ stringency criteria. As Rolf Hammel-Kiesow has 
often pointed out, even though we know the name of 
every owner of every property in Lübeck between 1284 
and the early modern period, we still cannot name the 
person who wore the shoes we find in the latrine on 
the premises with any confidence at all. If this holds 
true for a town with optimal historical records, then it 
surely holds doubly true for archaeological sites off the 
beaten track with virtually no written records. From 
the archaeologist’s point of view, it just doesn’t make 
sense to be precise. Again, I do not think that there is 
a solution to this mismatch, since it, too, is rooted in 
the sort of evidence each field primarily analyses, but 
we need to be aware of the reasons underlying blithely 
irresponsible fuzziness and precision fetishism if we 
are to talk to one another.

Macro-micro mismatch
Unless they investigate failed settlements – Gásir in 
Iceland or Haithabu in Germany – archaeologists 
only catch a very limited glimpse of the whole picture. 
After all, it is simply impossible to levitate Lübeck or 
London for five years and see what might be lying in 
the earth underneath the houses. Being firmly rooted 
in the micro level, archaeologists display a tendency 
(which dismays the historians) to leap to far-reaching 
conclusions on the basis of a minimum (again, from 
the historians’ perspective) of evidence.7 That is to say, 
the leap from the micro to the macro level is (from 
the historians’ perspective) disturbingly easy for the 
archaeologists. This mismatch is rooted in the evidence 
which each field feels called upon to analyse in the first 
instance, a subject to which we must now turn.

Historians firmly place the public records at the 
focal point of their interest. These records, particularly 
those from the Middle Ages, overwhelmingly tend 
to spotlight the most prominent members of society. 
Thus, there is vastly more information available in the 
written sources about kings, dukes and bishops than 
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about ordinary labourers in town or peasants in the 
countryside.8 By way of contrast, archaeologists in 
northern Europe are most likely to turn up evidence 
of everyday life, that is to say the traces left in the soil 
by people too obscure to have left any in the surviving 
public records. There are, to be sure, prominent excep-
tions. After all, Richard III’s skeleton was discovered 
under a car park in Leicester and bishops are found 
buried in their ecclesiastical vestments in cathedrals, 
but this is anything but an everyday occurrence in 
archaeology. Consequently, while archaeologists and 
historians contend that they are interested in the same 
people – those who lived, say, in the Middle Ages – in 
fact their evidence turns up traces of very different peo-
ple. Therefore, the historians’ big picture (the res gestae 
of kings, nobles and bishops) does not mesh very well 
at all with the archaeologists’ micro finds (the detritus 
of ordinary people). Consequently, it is understandable 
that the archaeologists grumble that historians fail to 
deliver the goods on the people on whom they would 
dearly love to have some information from the written 
sources. And the historians grumble that the archae-
ologists leap to far-reaching conclusions on the basis 
of slender evidence,9 something that neatly matches 
archaeologists’ grumbling that historians draw far-
reaching conclusions on the basis of sources which 
may be biased by incomplete recording at the outset 
and the vagaries of survival in the meantime. Now, I 
do not think that there is a solution to this mismatch. 
After all, we are all at the mercy of our sources. If they, 
by their very nature, do not mesh with one another, 
then we shall simply have to accept that neither field 
sheds much light on the other.

There is, however, an additional aspect of the 
macro-micro mismatch, namely that my macro is 
not your macro. Let me illustrate this point by cit-
ing the example which exercised us in Avaldsnes. In 
terms of overall Hanseatic trade, the North Atlantic 
played only a very minor role. Consequently, this trade 
generated comparatively few records, most of which 
have disappeared in the meantime. Therefore, no 
historian is in a position to say very much at all about 
Hanseatic trade with Iceland, Shetland, the Faeroes 
and so forth. In short, the Hanseatic historian’s big 
picture does not include much more than a dab or two 
from the North Atlantic. However, from the reverse 
perspective – looking from Iceland, Shetland or the 
Faeroes – Hanseatic trade looms very large indeed.10 
The Icelandic (Shetland, Faeroese) historian’s big pic-
ture is comprised, to a large measure, of Hanseatic 
brush strokes. This macro-macro mismatch may be 

frustrating, but it is unavoidable, given the scope of the 
surviving sources.

Maturity mismatch11 
Compared to history, archaeology is a fairly young sci-
ence. To take but one example, 1871, when Schliemann 
began his excavations of ancient Troy, was also the 
year Leopold von Ranke, having lost his sight, resigned 
his chair in Berlin after almost fifty years of teach-
ing (1825–71). While von Ranke is accounted to be 
the founder of ‘scientific’ history, whose beginnings 
can be traced to the 1820s, archaeology as a scholarly 
pursuit surely cannot have begun before Schliemann. 
Moreover, the historical method is just about the same 
number of years older than the archaeologists’. Most 
contemporary archaeologists would throw up their 
hands at Schliemann’s unseemly haste to dig down to 
the ‘Homeric’ finds (1871–74) – archaeological meth-
odology began to develop, I would suspect, in horri-
fied reaction to his bulldozer methods – but historical 
methodology was pretty much complete by that time. 
In 1876, for example, Sickel set down the editorial 
standards for editing charters,12 and in the following 
two years von Ficker published his Urkundenlehre,13 
both of which, historians agree, still constitute the 
final word on how to edit royal charters and determine 
their authenticity. This does not, however, mean that 
history has all the advantages. Being a mature science, 
it is in grave danger of falling into comfortable com-
placency, going through the motions, but not actively 
developing the Grand Tradition.14 Historians therefore 
have to question their concepts (‘culture’) and intel-
lectual constructs continuously, in order to convince 
themselves every day that their description of the past 
in present-day language does not falsify it. And they 
would do well to remind themselves that archaeol-
ogy is a comparatively young field whose collection of 
sources cannot, by reason of its very youth, begin to 
compare with the historians’ systematic collection of 
(written) sources, something which has been actively 
pursued for 200 years by now,15 with substantial 
continuing support from public funds. Archaeology, 
it seems to me, is still very much in the hunting-and-
gathering stage of its development. Excavations con-
tinuously turn up new and exciting finds, and archae-
ologists are demonstrating enthusiastically what it is 
possible to do with the sources one already has, such as 
the C14 dating of finds, trace element analysis of cloth 
and ceramics, DNA analysis of organic material and 
so forth.16 This is, if one thinks about it, also a form 
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of (methodological) hunting and gathering, with par-
ticular focus on the natural sciences. However, archae-
ology being a young science, its practitioners are not 
called upon to do much more than demonstrate fea-
sibility when presenting new methods. From a histo-
rian’s point of view, this is very frustrating. Excited as 
they are to learn that the introduction of insect species 
(such as granary pests) into foreign environments like 
Iceland, resulting from overseas trade, can be docu-
mented archaeologically, they (unreasonably) clamour 
for an entomologically based systematic mapping of 
medieval trade routes. Can’t be done, at least not yet. 
Archaeoentomology is simply too young a science, 
whose prime concern is properly to demonstrate what 
is feasible. More generally, the historians’ demands for 
systematic surveying do not take the problem of fund-
ing into account. Again, I don’t think that there is any 
way to reduce this friction. Both sides simply have to 
be aware of it.

The fact that archaeology and history do not mesh 
effortlessly is, however, no reason to give up hope. I 
think that both fields share common concerns, mat-
ters to which each side has something important to 
contribute and which the other side can take on board 
without strain. Let me highlight three.

(Hanseatic) historians and archaeologists are equally 
fascinated by the question of how industry and trade 
functioned at a practical level. It was Fritz Rörig who – 
rebelling against Sombart’s characterization of medi-
eval merchants as shopkeepers at best17 – pioneered 
the study of medieval Hanseatic overseas merchants, 
focusing both on the bread and butter,18 and the uni-
versal aspects of their trade. While trade, particularly 
overseas trade, has held its own in Hanseatic histo-
riography, latterly turning towards network theory,19 
the (industrial) production of goods in the Hanseatic 
area has lagged behind. This is particularly true of the 
(proto)industries located in inland Hanseatic towns.20 
It seems to me that this would be a fruitful area for 
cooperation between Hanseatic historians and archae-
ologists, since each side will instantly – and effort-
lessly – see the point of cooperating, since both fields 
so obviously complement one another: archaeological 
finds can document industrial production in places no 
historian working from the written sources would ever 
have suspected it,21 and the written sources (especially 
guild regulations on cloth standards) can illuminate 
the archaeological finds.

Seals22 are much studied by historians.23 However, 
they have not paid equal attention to all seals. The gen-
eral rule is: the more prominent the owner, the more 

systematically studied. Hence, the seals of high-status 
people (kings, nobles, ecclesiastics etc.) and prominent, 
especially surviving institutions (town councils, hos-
pitals etc.) have been well catalogued and described, 
whereas the so-called ‘private seals’ (those of the non-
elite) have received much less attention. And – at least 
compared to the vast number of archaeological finds – 
virtually no research at all has been conducted on cloth 
seals. Once again, both fields complement one another 
in this area. Indeed, there is a third, and related topic, 
in which both fields are (or ought to be) interested, 
namely merchants’ marks, which have yet to be sys-
tematically catalogued. These are important not only 
archaeologically (for example, in order to identify the 
people who carved their marks in the soapstone por-
tal of St. Olav’s, Avaldsnes), but also sphragistically,24 
since many merchants used their marks as the graphic 
emblem of their seals. Numberless merchants’ marks 
have been copied and haphazardly published in the 
Hanseatic sources,25 but there is no catalogue of them, 
as there is, for instance, in the case of watermarks.26 
Clearly, we are still in the hunting-and-gathering stage 
here. Despite all the catalogues, it is not an easy matter 
to identify the owner of a (private) seal on a charter in 
an archive (the catalogues only work in the direction 
person → seal, not in the direction seal → person), and 
the same is even more true of merchant’s marks and 
cloth seals. There is great potential for co-operative 
spadework here. Since the technology is available to 
do non-invasive 3D-scans of seals (and seal matrixes), 
it should be straightforward to set up a database which 
would, on the one hand, identify an unknown seal 
(perhaps using fingerprint recognition software) and, 
on the other, serve as a repository for as yet uniden-
tified seals. Merchants’ marks are even easier, since 
they are usually comprised of straight lines. It ought 
not to be too difficult to create a scan program which 
imposes a merchant’s mark on a standard matrix (for 
a primitive example, see Fig.1),27 yielding a machine-
searchable bitmap (‘To submit your query, draw the 
mark on the matrix and chose a level of fuzziness for 
the search’) and a reproducible image, enhanced with 
descriptive metadata (e.g. name, date, source), so that 
the database could be queried by name (‘Show me the 
mark of Conrat Ranss’) or the search limited by date 
(‘Show me all marks matching mine in the period 
1400–1450’). 

Of course, one could classify the marks icono-
graphically, as Piccard and his predecessors did 
with watermarks,28 although merchants’ marks are 
harder to describe in natural language and hence to 
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categorize than watermarks, which can easily be bro-
ken down into intuitively comprehensible categories 
like oxhead, grapes, the letter P etc. A solution to this 
problem might be found by looking into the order-
ing of entries in Japanese and Chinese dictionaries, 
which, of course, have to deal with the quandaries of 
presenting pictograms in a way that allows words to 
be looked up. Two of the three methods employed by 
Far Eastern lexicographers seem promising: group-
ing by similar meaning and grouping by recurring 
graphic elements. Applied to merchants’ marks this 
would imply either grouping iconographically related 
marks such as the Veckinchusen brothers’, which are 
clearly variants of one another (Fig. 2), or by abstract 
graphic components such as the number of vertical 
and horizontal lines.29 Of course, modern comput-
ing allows you to do both. You simply have to plan 
in advance and add the appropriate metadata to each 
image as you go along.

At a more fundamental level, both history and 
archaeology ought to be concerned about the meth-
odologically proper aggregation of incomplete data. 
However narrowly historians or archaeologists pose a 
question to the sources, neither field would dream of 
proclaiming that it possesses all the data required for 
a methodologically satisfying answer. There is always 
something missing, and, as a rule, quite a lot.30 Given 
that, both fields should continuously be asking them-
selves the fundamental question of just how robust 
their results are, since both are extrapolating from 
data which must be assumed to be incomplete and 

perhaps skewed. Now, I agree altogether that there is 
no solution to the problem of vital missing evidence, 
but that is no reason at all not to give some meth-
odological thought to the problem.31 The danger is, of 
course, that we will simply avoid the quandary alto-
gether and limit ourselves to a barren description of 
the evidence, the archaeologists doing a ‘show and tell’ 
with the objects and the historians summarizing char-
ters (and the events reported in chronicles and annals) 
in chronological order, getting lost in the details and 
sighing, when asked, that the evidence is far too com-
plex to permit generalization. That, it seems to me, is 
tantamount to an admission that one has failed (or not 
even tried) to compile the data at a methodologically 
defensible level of abstraction. Worse yet, failing to 
aggregate the data – and in so doing perhaps also to 
build intellectual bridges towards one another – raises 
the danger that each field will treat the other as an 
auxiliary science, very much junior to its august self.32 
Thus, the historians will include images of archaeo-
logical finds as pretty pictures to spruce up their dis-
quisitions on weightier topics, and the archaeologists 
will blithely cite some randomly chosen historian’s 
musings as a general background to the description of 
the finds. And that, we would all surely agree, most 
decidedly does not constitute interdisciplinary work.

At this point, I would like to abstract away from the 
specific difficulties of interdisciplinary cooperation 
between historians and archaeologists and discuss the 
problem in a more general way. I am actuated to do 
so by the fact that interdisciplinary conferences have 
achieved canonical status in the eyes of scholars and 
funding bodies alike. Indeed, it is becoming increas-
ingly difficult to obtain funding for conferences and 
projects alike if they fail to include some interdisci-
plinary aspect, irrespective of whether it makes any 
scholarly sense. In fact, however, the results of the 
conferences called in hope of providing a forum for 
an exchange of ideas between scholars from different 
fields and of laying the foundations of fruitful coopera-
tion between academic disciplines are, to put it frankly, 
pretty shabby. Why isn’t interdisciplinary cooperation 
simple and easy?

The first reason, it seems to me, is rooted in the 
sociology of academic life in the humanities at the 
moment. All of our fields are fighting for their existence 
as academic specialities against the onslaught of the 
natural sciences and other, seemingly more ‘practical’ 
disciplines.33 In such circumstances, there is a natural 
tendency of each field to concentrate on its core prob-
lems, grooming scholars expert in what are felt to be 

Fig. 1. Merchant’s mark of Conrat Ranss as copied 
(left) and as imposed on a standard matrix.

Fig. 2. Marks of Hildebrand, Severt and Zerghes 
Veckinchusen (re-drawing from Lesnikov and Stark 
2013, lxxv).
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the central issues of the field (and who are expected to 
carry the flag into the next generation), while rigorously 
pruning away anything else. Of course, those of us with 
tenure could afford to range far afield, but by the time 
we’ve gotten a permanent job, we are too thoroughly 
socialized as historians (or whatever) to do so, however 
much lip service we pay to the desirability of coop-
eration between academic disciplines. In this context, 
indeed, it seems apt to modify Newton’s laws of motion 
in order to formulate Jenks’ laws of academic inertia:34

1.  If no force is applied to them, all fields will continue 
in a straight line doing their own thing.

2.  The larger the number of practitioners in a field, the 
harder it is to influence its direction.

3.  If field A exerts a force on field B during a confer-
ence, field B will exert an equal and opposite force 
on field A.

The result is complete inertia. There is, in my mind, a 
second and more compelling reason why scholars are 
reluctant to engage another field fully, which would, of 
course, be the prerequisite for true and fruitful inter-
disciplinary cooperation. The individual fields which 
are encouraged to work together draw their individual 
raison d’être from the fact that they are (organization-
ally) degree-granting units within a university.35 As 
such, they have to attract the right kind of (graduate) 
students, impart to them an appropriate set of skills, a 
fact which is then certified by the granting of a degree, 
and finally to place them in employment in another 
department in the same field. What ‘an appropriate set 
of skills’ might be, is mandated by the field. In fact, one 
of the main factors which turns a field of study into 
a recognized discipline is a general consensus on the 
core skills students have to acquire, or, to put it another 
way, a standardization of training, which in turn makes 
the graduates of a given department recognizable 
as employable to others in the field and allows their 
work to be evaluated.36 That, in turn, locks the depart-
ment into an oligopoly with all the other departments 
in the field. It cannot ‘unilaterally choose to relax or 
alter standards without cheapening the degree in the 
disciplinary market,’37 that is, without endangering the 
employment chances of its graduates.

This, of course, means that graduate students are 
locked into a programme of studies which – judging 
by the high-flying standards of interdisciplinarity – 
is extremely rigid and narrow, and these constraints 
probably continue to exercise a baleful influence until 
one has attained tenure some fourteen or fifteen years 

after freshman year. Only then can a scholar afford to 
range far afield without risking professional ruin. But 
most don’t.38 Is this surprising? 

The second reason interdisciplinary work is not easy 
and simple is rooted in cognition science. Historical 
scholarship is very much a learning-by-doing field: 
you learn history as a student by doing it in contact 
with a scholar, writing papers and taking the scholar’s 
criticism on board.39 Cognition scientists describe this 
sort of ability as tacit knowledge40 in the sense that its 
generation is so intimately caught up in its application 
that explicit, formal rules cannot be extracted. Anyone 
who has a driver’s licence and learned on a stick-shift 
car will know what I mean: no matter how much the 
driving instructor tells you about how to press down 
the gas pedal gently and gradually let out the clutch, 
you still stall the car the first few times. After a while, 
you catch on, so that you k n o w  (note that word!) how 
to drive a car. But you cannot encode that knowledge 
and communicate it in words any more than your 
driving instructor could.41 Now, of course, histori-
ans will immediately object that there are all sorts 
of handbooks on historical methods, starting with 
Droysen and Bernheim, and running, perhaps, down 
to Elton.42 I would submit that most of us haven’t read 
these tomes, but we all instinctively know good history 
when we see it. And the reason for that is that, in the 
course of our education, we have absorbed a mental 
template,43 one which tells us what problems are legiti-
mate subjects for historical research and what facts are 
relevant in the context of a particular problem. We use 
our mental template to filter the source material and 
structure it, distinguishing signal from noise. Without 
that, we would only be permanently confused.

Now, I suspect that things are quite similar in archae-
ology. And there’s the rub. The historical template and 
the archaeological template are different, indeed have 
to be different. Otherwise history and archaeology 
would not be two separate fields. But since each field 
is operating on the basis of a mental template out of 
which no explicit rules can be extracted, it is impos-
sible to have an explicit interdisciplinary discussion. 
To be sure, the historian can s h o w  the archaeologist 
how he works in a specific instance (and vice versa), 
but knowledge of the other’s template can only be 
generated by personal contact over a period of time.44 
A conference is nowhere near long enough. Therefore 
interdisciplinary conferences are doomed to failure.

This is not to say all academic disciplines are fated to 
remain closed books to one another forever. There are 
ways of slashing through the Gordian knot.
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Those foolhardy enough to read my more recent 
papers45 know how shamelessly I have hijacked eco-
nomic models. It all started on a long train trip up to 
Lübeck. For reasons which escape me now, I had taken 
along a copy of an article by Davis and North to read 
on the way.46 Picture me, then, if you will, rattling 
along on the train, becoming increasingly excited and 
jabbing in one 'That’s just like the Hanse!' comment 
after another in the margins. My point is: other fields 
can indeed illuminate your own work, but if you don’t 
instantly see it, it’s probably not there.

However, one cannot blithely rely on inspiration to 
strike every time it is required. Consequently, it is well 
not to underestimate the difficulties of acquiring a 
sufficient understanding of a different field to enable 
interdisciplinary cooperation. This understanding is 
not limited to a command of the other field’s technical 
language or a broad familiarity with its sources and 
problems. The essential skill is the ability to pose the 
sort of questions which practitioners in the other field 
ask. Let me point to two examples in order to illustrate 
what I mean.47

When I took a bold leap from the economic history 
of the fifteenth century into the economic history of 
the twenty-first,48 I was confronted with the need to 
understand a lot of monetary economics. Even with 
the help of an indulgently patient colleague in eco-
nomics, it took me two long years to begin to think 
like an economist. In the end (I persuade myself), I had 
learned how to ask economists’ questions. This had 
an immediate pay-off, since the next project involved 
papal plenary indulgences, and these cast a brilliant 
light on just how different the questions posed by 
practitioners in two fields can be. Starting in 1300, 
the popes began to grant indulgences, releasing the 
repentant and shriven sinner from all temporal pun-
ishment accrued by reason of sin. Ultimately, as spirit-
ual exercises (fasting, praying, giving alms to the poor) 
yielded to monetary payments as a way of earning the 
indulgence, this led to Luther’s protest against the 
Church’s penitential practices (in the 95 Theses) and 
the Reformation. Now, when church historians look 
at the sources for the various indulgence campaigns 
from 1300 to 1517, they focus on intellectual history, 
asking what theological arguments were forwarded 
to justify indulgences and how these relate to the 
Church’s penitential practice through the centuries. 
When economists look at the same sources, they focus 
on the flow of funds, asking what effect the departure 
of large amounts of cash over the Alps each year might 
have had on investment, interest rates and ultimately 

on gross domestic product in Germany. Now, I think 
any neutral observer would agree that these are very 
different approaches: no economist would ever dream 
of asking the church historians’ questions and vice 
versa. In my view, however, fruitful interdisciplinary 
work requires the ability to switch hats.49 This is a skill 
not acquired without effort.

Economists like to ask about incentives, and it is 
worth considering this in the context of interdiscipli-
nary cooperation. What incentives do scholars have 
to cooperate with those in other fields?50 In order to 
give a satisfying, non-facile answer, we will have to 
delve deep. One of the salient characteristics which 
mark off homo sapiens from all other animals is its 
intense, life-long curiosity about its environment.51 
Now, the notable thing about human curiosity is not 
that it is present – all mammals explore their envi-
ronment – but that it is persistent. Young apes and 
monkeys are just as inquisitive as young humans, but 
human curiosity never ceases, indeed increases with 
age, whereas it drops off in monkeys and apes as they 
mature physically.52 Now, the point to be made here is 
that human curiosity is playful, that is to say: pursued 
for its own sake, with no other goal in view. Moreover, 
exploring the unfamiliar and rendering it familiar is 
most enjoyable when there is a big pay-off for a small 
effort, a balloon, for instance, which flies across the 
room at the slightest touch of an infant hand, a toy 
police car which makes the loud noise of a siren when 
pushed lightly.53 This urge to explore and understand 
motivates all forms of human intellectual endeavour, 
extending even into the natural sciences at the highest 
level.54 But the play element never disappears: curiosity 
is exercised for its own sake, and the bigger the bang 
for a buck, the better.55

So, the lesson to be drawn is that interdisciplinary 
cooperation has to be playful, pursued for its own sake, 
and that it works best when there is a big pay-off for 
a small effort. The incentives (to speak for a moment 
in the language of the economists) are greatest when 
utility is immediate and evident. This has, however, 
to hold true for both (or all) sides. Roping in civil 
engineers, materials scientists and meteorologists for 
consultation on building the Brooklyn Bridge does 
not constitute interdisciplinary work. The consultants 
are called upon to contribute their own little bit and 
are not expected to comment upon the contributions 
of other consultants. Crucially, there is no pay-off for 
them. Consequently, any interdisciplinary thinking – 
balancing, say, the expected stresses which might be 
occasioned by extreme weather against the strengths 
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of the materials to be employed – only goes on within 
a very narrowly circumscribed circle, comprising, per-
haps, the project manager, the representatives of the 
funding body and the architect.

Now, this is easy to see if we limit ourselves to engi-
neering projects. My contention, however, is that the 
top-down, imperative demands for interdisciplinarity 
threaten to reduce science to engineering generally. 
Note that most of the projects deemed by the votaries of 
inter- and transdisciplinarity to be worthy of admira-
tion and imitation involve a clearly defined goal (build-
ing the atom bomb, dealing with climate change or 
diseases)56 – often enough imposed from outside with 
the claim that it would serve some societal purpose or 
solve a real-world problem57 – and equally precisely 
defined contributions by the cooperating fields to the 
overall project. The reason is that resources are scarce 
and, for legal reasons, the expenditure of public funds 
has to be planned in advance in great detail and justi-
fied periodically. This exigency, in turn, has the effect 
of shifting power up to deans, university presidents, 
funding bureaucracies58 and, ultimately, to politicians, 
who are, in the end, accountable to the voters. With 
power, of course, goes the right to make decisions 
about the direction research is to take, by granting or 
withholding funding. The farther one goes up the line, 
of course, the greater the pressure to ‘invent problem 
definitions and labels that appeal to the public and 
its representatives.’59 This raises the disturbing ques-
tion of when mere fashionable project labelling (with 
no change in substance) will shade over into craven 
pandering to the public mood, thus yielding control 
of science to the restless tumbleweed of (manipulated) 
public opinion.60 Whether this has already happened 
or not is a matter for debate.61 What seems clear to 
me is that the dynamics of acquiring and administer-
ing funds for research projects constitute a powerful 
incentive to reduce science to engineering. Since this 
cannot but inhibit human curiosity and channel it into 
solving specific problems perceived by the public and 
the politicians as being suited serve the societal goal 
and/or solve a real-world problem of the moment, it 
is, in my view, wildly counterproductive. The opportu-
nity costs (to use an economist’s terms) are simply not 
to be contemplated.

So is all lost? Should we throw up our hands in despair 
and let the entire research budget of the United States 
be used – I put forward the worst-case scenario here – 
to disprove Darwin’s theory of evolution and the reality 
of man-made climate change? I’m not sure things are in 
such a parlous state, at least as of the present. What is 

clear to me is that – pushed to the extreme – top-down 
mandated interdisciplinarity is self-defeating.62

Therefore, it seems to me, it is incumbent on us to 
be just a little more modest. Let us – as historians and 
archaeologists – seek out projects which are of percep-
tible use to both sides. I have suggested a few in this 
paper, and I am confident my colleagues will come up 
with more. Let us furthermore engage with the central 
concepts of the other’s field, and ask their questions of 
our sources. Historians would, for instance, do well to 
consider the long-wave phenomena which the archae-
ologists are able to capture. They would also do well 
to consider the economists’ interest in stability. And 
economists would do well to realize that they, too, are 
historians and that economic enquiry is not limited to 
the period after 1980. The main point is to start small, 
keep the rewards flowing equably and trust to human 
curiosity to sniff out further areas of cooperation.
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Endnotes
 1 I am not the first to have noticed this: see Wenskus 1979, 

641.
 2 I hasten to add that I am not the first person to pose this 

question: see Wenskus 1979.
 3 Ash (in press) provides an apt example: ‘In a programmatic 

document, the National Research Council advocated 
such a norm in 2009: “The members of interdisciplinary 
teams learn from each other to produce new approaches 
to a problem that would not be possible through any of 
the single disciplines. Typically, this process begins with 
team members first learning the language of each other’s 
disciplines, as well as the assumptions, limits and valid 
uses of those disciplines’ theoretical and experimental 
approaches” (cited in Graff 2015, 4). Graff falsely attributes 
this statement to the National Institutes of Health.’

 4 I hasten to add that I do not impute imprecision to 
archaeologists generally. It is indisputable, for instance, 
that their calibration of C14 measurements is exacting 
enough to satisfy anyone. As Mitchell Ash points out 
to me (in a private communication) the meaning of the 
term ‘precision’ shifts according to what you’re being 
precise about, something philosophers call ‘contexts 
of use’. Nonetheless, I would counter, the results of the 
most precise of C14 measurements yield at best a rough 
date, as signalled by the ‘±’ in the result. And it is worth 
pointing out that we are here discussing perceptions of 
another field’s results, not the precision or accuracy of 
those results themselves.
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 5 I am grateful to Kevin Smith (Brown University) for 
pointing this out to me.

 6 This is not an undisguised blessing, as Smith 2004 points 
out, comparing the written and archaeological records 
bearing on state formation in Iceland in the period c. 
1000–1264. Each field sees part of the whole and misses 
part.

 7 Let me emphasize, in order to assuage any possible 
injured feelings, that I am spotlighting historians’ 
perceptions of archaeologists.

 8 Let me add that I am not unaware that there are social 
historians working on the daily life of ordinary people 
in the Middle Ages. However, the fact remains that any 
trawl in the archives turns up vastly more information 
on the prominent (including merchants) than on the 
obscure.

 9 The exhumation of Richard III’s skeleton is a good 
example. While boisterous claims were made that this 
discovery would lead to a complete reassessment of 
the monarch (e.g. by Philippa Langley of the Richard 
III Society and spiritus rector of the dig [albeit not 
an archaeologist]: ‘We’re going to completely reassess 
Richard III, we’re going to completely look at all the 
sources again, and hopefully there’s going to be a new 
beginning for Richard as well.’ <http://www.bbc.co.uk/
news/uk-england-leicestershire-21063882>), most 
historians would, I suspect, retort that the discovery of 
the king’s bones does not add one jot to our knowledge 
of the man or his times – after all, everyone already 
knew he died at the Battle of Bosworth Field in 1485, 
and whether he was a hunchback or not is not an 
important historical question – and that scholarly 
energy might be put to better use examining the masses 
of records, as yet unexplored, dating from his reign and 
preserved in The National Archives. 

10 This also holds true, by the way, for trade with England. 
The English sources, although immeasurably richer, still 
don’t yield much information at all about trade links 
with the North Atlantic.

11 I must acknowledge my debt to Mark Gardiner for 
bringing this point to my attention and beg his 
forgiveness for my cheekiness in developing it here.

12 Sickel 1876.
13 von Ficker 1877; von Ficker 1878.
14 By way of contrast, archaeology is still busily throwing 

out roots, for instance to geology and zoology.
15 As an example illustrating the unending labour 

expended in order to collect all possible historical 
sources for German history systematically, consider the 
far-flung journeys of the peripatetic Ludwig Bethman to 
numberless European libraries and archives: Fuhrmann 
1996, 37–44.

16 I am grateful to Kevin Smith for providing these 
examples.

17 Hammel-Kiesow 2008, 18f.
18 This is best exemplified by two editions: Rörig 1925 and 

Rörig 1931. For two contrasting views of Rörig see Noodt 
2007 and Müller-Mertens 2003, 25–30. As Rörig’s last 
doctoral candidate, Müller-Mertens is reverential, while 
Noodt is more critical. See also Paulsen 2017, who is even 
more critical.

19 Selzer and Ewert 2007; Selzer and Ewert 2010a; Selzer 
and Ewert 2010b; Jahnke 2010; Burkhardt 2010.

20 Exceptions are Holbach 1993 and Holbach 1994; Huang 
2015; Beddies 1996.

21 Wenskus 1979, 648f., 656 touched on this issue.
22 Thanks to Michèle Hayeur Smith and Kevin Smith 

(Brown University) for suggesting this. 
23 For a general introduction to the subject see von Brandt 

1973, 132–149, and for a brief overview of the older bits 
of the immense literature see Jenks 1982.

24 I.e. in relation to the study of seals.
25 Almost every list of damages merchants suffered at the 

hands of pirates or enemies includes a drawing of the 
marks which had been chiselled into the barrelheads, 
e.g. HUB VII,1 no. 767 § 25, p. 428. Kuske 1923, 366–386 
and table I–VII records just under 800 merchants’ marks 
from Cologne in the thirteenth to sixteenth centuries 
alone.

26 See <http://www.piccard-online.de/start.php>.
27 This is, as I have only just discovered, a standard 

function of so simple a graphics programme as MS Paint 
(ctrl + G does the trick). One would only have to set the 
dimensions of the standard matrix in pixels.

28 See <http://www.piccard-online.de/struktur.
php?sprache=>.

29 Perhaps a note of caution is in order here, lest we proceed 
in undue haste, mechanically classifying merchants’ 
marks according to some abstract system of our own 
devising. Just at first glance, two facts about these marks 
seem to spring to the eye. First, there were a lot of them 
at any given time. Second, no one ever seems to have 
confused one mark with another, that is to say, they 
were sufficiently individuated to avoid confusion. When 
one thinks about it, this is fairly remarkable. Consider 
a merchant surveying all the barrels and bundles on 
the quayside, trying to find the three his associate sent 
him. The achievement is even more remarkable if one 
considers that all sorts of merchants right around the 
Baltic and the North Sea invented their own marks in 
(partial or complete) ignorance of other merchants’ 
marks. And yet these marks remained sufficiently 
individuated that there are no signs of confusion in 
the historical record. Since we have grave difficulties 
distinguishing between myriad marks (just you try 
your hand at Kuske 1923, 366–86 and table I–VII), we 
are clearly not seeing these things the way medieval 
merchants did. So we should think about inductively 
working out just how medieval merchants saw these 
marks and make that the basis of our classification. 
Perhaps some inspiration may be drawn from the way 
publishers organized the tens of thousands of cattle 
brands current in the American West around 1900, each 
of which consisted of a very few visual elements, in their 
annual brand books (Bryson 1994, 184).

30 Nonetheless, historians proceed in fact from the 
assumption that what is transmitted (indeed, what has 
been edited) fully represents the whole, i.e. that the 
vagaries of recording and transmission have introduced 
no significant distortions: Jenks et al. 2004, 153f.; Esch 
1999, 134.

31 For an exploration of some of the issues involved 
here – especially the degree to which the selection 
of documents for an edition and the descriptive 
language employed by the editor subtly influence the 
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interpretation of the sources by historians – see Huang 
and Kypta 2011, 221–25 and Groth 2017, 81–87. Each 
age may, as von Ranke 1854 famously remarked, be 
‘unmittelbar zu Gott’, that is to say only to be understood 
by proceeding from that age’s own perspective and not 
by way of reference to perennially valid principles or 
moral precepts, but this is decidedly not true of editions. 
They are, almost without exception, very much children 
of their day. What is selected, and how the documents 
are described by the editor, depends to a dismayingly 
high degree on what historical questions happen to be 
fashionable at the moment.

32 An apt example of this is provided (albeit unwittingly) 
by Wenskus 1979, esp. 656, who views interdisciplinary 
co-operation between history and archaeology as 
being resolutely uni-directional. Archaeologists can 
contribute to historians’ understanding of the past in 
various technical matters, but as a field archaeology is 
consigned explicitly to the status of an auxiliary science 
(‘die Archäologie [kann] dem Mittelalterhistoriker als 
“Hilfswissenschaft” dienen’). This is, however courtly the 
wording, extremely demeaning to archaeologists.

33 On this subject see Davidson and Savonick 2017, 162.
34 In presenting this law, I am emboldened by the shining 

example of Paul Krugman, who also made a serious 
point in a not altogether serious manner. As the Nobel 
prize winner himself states, ‘It should be noted that, 
while the subject of this article is silly, the analysis 
actually does make sense. This article, then, is a serious 
analysis of a ridiculous subject, which is of course the 
opposite of what is usual in economics’ (Krugman 2010, 
1119).

35 The discussion in this paragraph is largely drawn from 
Turner 2000, albeit with different emphases.

36 Ibid., 59.
37 Ibid., 54.
38 On the degree to which the leading practitioners in a 

field (here economics) remain intellectually chained 
to the curriculum they followed as undergraduates see 
Eichengreen 2012 and Earle et al. 2017.

39 Note that this also includes microgestures which we do 
not consciously perceive.

40 The classic study is Polanyi 1966.
41 For other famous examples of unencodable (tacit) 

knowledge see Collins 1975 and Collins 2001.
42 Droysen 1882; Bernheim 1908; Elton 1967.
43 I have borrowed this term from Walsh 1995, 281f. 

Kuhn would designate the same phenomenon as a 
paradigm: Kuhn 1970, viii, 10, 15–17, 23–29, 175. Lam 
calls it ‘embodied knowledge’ in contrast to encodeable 
‘embrained knowledge’: Lam 2000, 492.

44 See Collins 2001; Goffin and Koners 2011.
45 Jenks 2005; Jenks 2013; Jenks 2014a; Jenks 2014b;
46 Davis and North 1970.
47 I must beg the reader’s indulgence in providing examples 

which are, frankly, autobiographical. I do so only because 
I think they are good illustrative examples and because 
I am in the happy position of being well informed 
about the details. Wenskus 1979, 614f provides another 
example: Detlef Ellmers.

48 This resulted in Jenks 2012.
49 The reader will judge for himself or herself how well 

I have succeeded in so doing: Jenks 2018, 754–68. At 
the moment, all that is clear is that neither the church 
historians, nor the economists betray any noticeable 
enthusiasm for this sort of interdisciplinary thinking. 
A reaction from the economists has yet to materialize, 
and the only comment from the church historians was a 
toneless ‘Well, I suppose it is a different point of view.’

50 I hasten to exclude from consideration the opportunistic 
‘looting parties’ formed for the sole purpose of garnering 
huge grants: Ash (in press) at n. 9.

51 In the following paragraph, I summarize Morris 1967, 
113–23.

52 Ibid., 114.
53 Ibid., 116.
54 Dick Feynman, the CalTech physicist, tells the story 

of being in a cafeteria in Cornell and watching some 
bright spark toss one plate after another in the air. 
Now, Cornell has a prominently dark red coat of arms, 
which was incorporated into the college’s crockery. 
Consequently, Feynman was able to notice that the 
plates spun faster than they wobbled. Just for fun (‘I 
had nothing to do...’), Feynman worked out that, at a 
very slight angle, the rate of spin was twice that of the 
wobble. That led him to consider the forces that made 
the spin-wobble-relationship come out exactly to 2:1. 
Ultimately, this led to the Nobel prize in physics. But 
why did Feynman do it? In response to a question Hans 
Bethe (himself no slouch of a physicist) asked about why 
all of this was important, Feynman responded, ‘There’s 
no importance whatsoever. I’m just doing it for the fun of 
it.’ Feynman 1985, 173ff.

55 Morris 1967, 122.
56 See Klein 2017, 23–25, 30; Huutoniemi et al. 2010, 84. 

Note, however, Feynman’s remark about building the 
atom bomb: ‘All science stopped during the war except 
the little bit that was done at Los Alamos. And that was 
not much science; it was mostly engineering.’ Feynman 
1985, 108.

57 See Ash (in press) at n. 6, who describes this 
phenomenon as ‘top-down or policy-driven ID 
[interdisciplinarity] or MD [multidisciplinarity]’ (at n. 8).

58 Jacob 2017, 37f. Ash (in press) third paragraph after n. 
9, citing Lamont 2009, 211 who makes the intriguing 
point that the negotiations between grant applicants 
and research funding bureaucracies (including review 
panels) also constitute a form of interdisciplinarity.

59 Weingart 2000, 38.
60 Ibid.
61 It is disturbing to observe just how far grandstanding 

legislators like Lamar Smith (R-Texas) are willing to 
go in pursuing ‘wasteful’ (i.e. not ‘practical’) research 
funded by NEH grants.

62 I am making a different point here than Weingart 
2000, 40. He argued that interdisciplinarity engenders 
specialization. My contention is that extreme 
interdisciplinarity excludes most participants in a 
given project from interdisciplinarity and strangles 
innovation.
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